REVIEWS FOR LOST EARTH
Bob C

5.0 out of 5 stars Great Book - Well thought out and Intriguing
Reviewed in the United States on January 26, 2021
Verified Purchase

I realy enjoyed this book. I grew up reading hard science fiction (Heinlein, Larry Niven) but hadn't
read any in a long time. This reminded me why I like the genre. Many writers would just say
"hyperdrive" but the author postulates on the physics that would be required for faster than speed of
light. He then imagines what that does for distances and limitations (4,000 light years away is still
really, really far). I really enjoyed his vision on what the human race would be like in 2,000 years of
space travel. Great book, look forward to reading the rest of his previously publiched books.
2 people found this helpful
Mark this review as helpful BUTTON

Helpful

Evan Schackmann

5.0 out of 5 stars A solid hard sci-fi read.
Reviewed in the United States on November 17, 2020
Verified Purchase

Picked this up to read during my infusion, well worth it. In a modern market largely bereft of hard
science fiction, this novel delivers the goods. The front 1/3 lags a bit, but it's hard sci-fi so that's to be
expected. It's kind of like Foundation light, like, if you wanted to read Foundation with less conflict;
and all in one novel.
That's not a criticism, it worked.
Mark this review as helpful BUTTON

Helpful

Robert L.

5.0 out of 5 stars Good hard science fiction
Reviewed in the United States on January 2, 2021
Verified Purchase

Entertaining and thought provoking. I don't think I have seen a similar idea on a method of hyperspace

Jwh Fitzherbert

5.0 out of 5 stars Excellent
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on May 14, 2021
Verified Purchase

First class sci-fi from Michael like his other excellent books.

